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Hi, thanks. My name's Jessamyn West and I'm the community manager for the website 
MetaFilter.com. I've been a community manager since 2004. My background is public 
librarianship. I'm here to talk about how we run our community and why we think it works 
when others fail. I'm a librarian so there are references and you can get them at this URL 
which is also in my twitter feed. My twitter feed is otherwise mostly about birdwatching and 
moss, so don't follow me for community management advice.



Most people know us as "that ugly blue site" We're a general purpose site for sharing links to 
interesting things you've found on the web. The site started as a way for the site owner Matt 
Haughey to share a blog and comments with his friends, and their friends and so on. No big 
deal nowadays but he made the first post to the site on July 14, 1999. We'll be thirteen this 
year. I'm employee number one, after Matt.



We now have a staff of six. Matt, one dev [pb, he invented the permalink] and three other mods. Along 
the way we added a fairly popular Q&A site [we say "like Yahoo answers only populated by adults", or 
"like Quora without the creepy Bay area startup vibe"] which is now the bulk of our traffic, and a few 
other subsites like Music, Projects, Jobs. We do a podcast. Our most recent subsite is called IRL and it's 
for meetups. I'm personally big on "the conversion factor" using online tools and networked spaces to 
facilitate things in my offline life. In the lingua franca this is the "get laid or get paid" maxim. I want to 
trade my "whuffie" for beer and a couch to crash on when I travel.



While there are many older web communities, Matt’s MetaFilter was one of the first in the 
blog format. There are a lot of great things I could tell you about MetaFilter and 
heartwarming stories of users helping users, but I really want to focus on moderation today.



numbers

We have a staff of six full timers who have real jobs with 401Ks (retirement) and dental insurance (a big deal in the US!)
"about 17 or 18 million pages viewed by 7 million people around the world each month."
~36,000 users who have ever made a comment
~10,000 users visited in the last week
~4200 left a comment in the last week
~3 mil visits last week
- over a million comments per year
- about 175 flags per day



The thing about community is that it comes naturally in real life (people tend to be around other people, 
most people like people) and is somewhat unnatural online. Sure, communities form and dissolve all the 
time on various sorts of discussion sites--find a hobby and there's an online community devoted to it--but 
the mechanics of how to manage and run a community well escape a lot of people. There are many aspects 
of managing community on which reasonable people disagree. I'll talk about our community and why I think 
what we do works. This was a popular article by Anil Dash last year. Everyone knows websites where the 
comments sections are awful *cough* YouTube *cough*



Which got this popular response from Tim Geigner. I assert that these two things are not mutually 
opposed. Now, everyone's got something different that they want to get from having a community. I'm 
not asserting that we do this the best, but that what we do works very well for us, for our budget, and 
for our users. I'll give you some things to think about from talking to our team and other moderators, 
so that you can see what might work for yours. I'll show off some of our tools at the end.



A brief mention about "internet people"... people who spend a lot of time online. There are a lot of reasons 
for this, good and bad, but it's worth understanding some of them because those people will make up a lot 
of your community. Time-shifted folks, parents, caregivers, expats, rural people, very verbal people, people 
with disabilities (we have a lot of deaf members, for example) and mobility issues, people with social skills 
issues, people with mental illnesses, people who, for whatever reason have challenges or troubles with face 
to face interaction. This can concentrate in online communities and work itself out in strange ways. Not 
everyone in your community will be there because they prefer the internet, but many will.



purpose

It seems obvious, but you need to think about why your doing this, first. For MetaFilter this is 
easy, our community IS the product, for most businesses this is not the case.



"Have a very clear picture of what you 

want to get out of the community 

before you design it. Not every site 

needs comment sections, not every 

product needs a forum."

"...if you can't make the business case for it the staffing will get neglected and it will turn into a liability" In many 
cases, you have a business to run and you need to figure out how to get your community working there also. 
Realistically don't treat this like reinventing the wheel, other people have been there before, use their expertise 
[this is one of those "do as we say not as we do" things - we hired our first "experienced" moderator last year - 
she comes from the gaming forum world and is amazed at how polite our people are]



• Support for products/services?

• Brand identity?

• Clicks/Eyeballs?

• Customers for other products?

• Value-add for existing customers?

What are you doing?

I am just throwing out some suggestions here, I am not a strategist, but you should have this sorted. As we say on 
AskMetaFilter: What is the problem you are trying to solve? Think about your users. Why will they show up?  What 
will they talk about once they do?  What can they expect from the company in terms of responses to their 
discussion?  How much time will they want to spend there? You can't plan for it until you know what it is; you can't 
budget for it until you have an actual plan.



A brief mention about honesty: be honest about what you’re up to. Everyone knows you’re a business. 
Be as transparent as you can about what you’re up to and why. The Markets are conversations line, 
from the Cluetrain Manifesto is extra-true in online spaces.



staffing

Once you know what you want, then you can figure out how it needs to be staffed. You can 
start small but you can't start unstaffed. Or you shouldn't. If there's one word I could send 
you home with it's consistency. Which means from the get go. "A good post to MetaFilter is 
something that meets the following criteria: most people haven't seen it before, there is something interesting 
about the content on the page, and it might warrant discussion from others."



"You can't just add a comment section, 

nominate a moderator, and have an instant 

community...  An insufficiently-staffed

comment section is worse than nothing."

Realistically people pretend like you just have a bunch of people talking, some people stand 
out as great community members and stewards and ... somehow ... they turn into 
moderators. In all but the smallest most cohesive communities, this does not happen. 
Someone always has root. Someone has to give other people the "keys to the site" You need 
to build a community and have moderation be a stabilizing force as it grows and matures.



Specifically

• Real humans, round the clock

• Dedicated to moderation/facilitation

• With tools and social skills

• Deputized to actually fix things

• And Pay Them

If you can not do this, you should think about what you are looking for in a community if you can't allocate 
resources effectively for it. You may have some sort of credits you can pay moderators in but at the very 
least the moderator managers need to be professional and actual employees. Burned out mods can be worse 
than burned out users as far as the damage they can inflict. Be careful. Don't take people off other jobs and 
put comment policing on top of their workload, it has to be something people have time in their day to 
devote time to.



A brief mention about staff: that whole NSFW thing, it’s all SFW for your employees. Make 
sure you have a decent harassment policy up front, you will need it. And moderators with a 
sense of humor. [this is from moderation town, a promotional web series from ICUC, a 
canadian moderation services company]



personality

Just like in any job, making sure you hire the right people is a huge deal.



"Every community will have unreasonable 

people in it, but the folks in charge of keeping 

things in check need to not stir things up 

instead.  Hire peacekeepers, not warriors."

The goal isn't "no jerks" the goal is "no acting jerkish" however your community defines that. 
You have to give up one sort of community status for another when you become a moderator



moderator manifesto

• Mods are users, not just mods.

• Never score points at the expense of a user.

• Never lose your cool.

• Have each other's backs but don't "thin blue 
line" it.

• Be consistent but acknowledge mistakes.

good managers are similar to good moderators good moderators: personal investment in the 
company/work/product; pretty deep knowledge of same; investment and care for the people 
who are creating that; a knack for psychology... and add a huge amount of patience



A brief note about personality: Your users will, at some level, determine what they think the 
personalities of your mods are based on what they know of them..



policies

"Don't be an asshole" is sufficient if the staff all agrees on and can explain what asshole 
behavior is. We follow the wise path of Jay Smooth and talk a lot about what behavior isn't 
okay and not what PEOPLE aren't okay. It is out opinion that no matter what your politics or 
faith traditions, if you are willing to talk about them respectfully with a large group of 
disparate people (and not make the conversation all about you) you will be okay at MetaFilter.



"Rules need to be consistent and 

explicable, not necessarily

detailed. Put legal/policy issues

in specific terms and behavioral 

issues in general ones."

People who have spent a lot of time online are familiar with the terms "griefers" and "rules 
lawyers" Any policy you have in writing will be nitpicked to death. Any decision you make will 
be viewed as precedent-setting. Anything you write down will be perceived as a contract 
(aside: we do not have a terms of service, you can likely not get away with this). I suggest 
acceptable use and terms of service policies right off the bat, and specific to the community 
not just the general website.



levels of problematic

• Illegal (in your jurisdiction?)

• Immoral/ethically dubious (porn, warez, hacking)

• Will get you banned (or banned4lyfe)

• Will get you the night off (drunks)

• "Hey man not cool" (allowed, not totally ok)

• "We really don't have a problem with that"

Think about ways you will deal with things along these lines.... remember that there are 
guidelines between what is not allowed and what is actively encouraged, a lot of stuff falls in 
the middle.



specific concerns 

• Suicidal people/deaths

• Ironic "I was just kidding" racist/sexist/
homophobic commenters

• Threats against the site or members

• NSFW/triggers/spoilers/blinking?

• Unpopular opinions

• Trolling/stunts

We take some of our cues here from Wikipedia.



A brief mention about repetition: These are written under the comment boxes, to remind people of what we think is important. 
You can write up a 75 page terms of service but people don't read/remember it, it's not worth much. The most important thing 
we have as far as moderation is MetaTalk, the part of the site devoted to hashng out policy issues and feature requests. Since we 
have this section, we can shuttle other policy/feature discussions there. Every time you can state and support your policies in a 
sensible way in public, it saves you one more email explaining it to people. Our rule of thumb is after two emails, we tell people 
to "take it to MetaTalk"



tech



"Custom tools that streamline our process 

have saved us heaps of time and allows us 

to moderate a large site with a small staff."

 It helps to have a strong IT staff that is available for custom programming. It's easy to just 
toss up a facebook page for your product and let whatever happens happen, but you can get 
a real granular feel for your community, and better usage statistics, if you can build your own 
tools.



The admin panel. Users can flag posts and we see the top flags collated in the upper right. 
We can also dig down and see the last 100 flags and who made them. Useful if someone is 
going on a tear or has a grudge.



deleted

who is flagging and why

The admin view on a series of posts



user details

trust but verify - discretion is the better part of moderation



"Often users can handle some level of 

moderation as long as they feel it's fair 

and they are being understood."



track publicly

• Usernames = accountability

• User activity/contributions

• Who is in charge

• Methods of redress

Anonymity is a problem. Accountability fixes it. We have a firm one user one account policy 
and we enforce it (members sometimes have a second account for commenting more 
anonymousy).



track privately

• IP addresses

• Name changes, if allowed

• History of user actions

• History of moderator actions

• History of moderator actions by user



Here is an example of a user page. Join date, last visit, moderator comments, watchlist 
ability, ban ability [we have three stock bans, day, week and indefinite] and sparklines to 
show flagging activity. We can drill down and see every deleted comment and post that user 
has ever made.



We get these user's posts emailed to us. We also get all MeTa threads and all user's first posts 
emailed to us. This is both useful for awareness as well as a good starter to group 
conversation about any of the posts since it's already in email.



homegrown

solutions



We have ugly money. It costs $5 to join our site. This isn’t something we make a lot of money from relatively 
speaking, but for two reasons 1. having users user paypal gives us more identifying info about them 2. 
having users invest even a small amount makes them less likely to spam or get themselves banned. It does, 
however, sometimes make them feel that they are our employers. Anyone who emails from another country 
or situation where $5 is a lot of money can get a free account. We have been burned by this exactly once.



Trolls. You saw above how we can watchlist users. After a certain point, we require users to 
be able to prove they aren’t trolls. Of course trolls never think they are trolls. However once 
the community has pointed out their trollish behavior [explicitly disallowed in the guidelines] 
their options are to stop doing that troll-y thing or be treated like against-the-rules trolls.



And last, the Brand New Day. It’s our opinion that there aren’t bad users just people in bad 
situations or having a hard time adjusting. With few exceptions, any banned user is welcome 
to come back, they just have to not do that thing that got them banned before. Sometimes 
starting up fresh works for people. Rarely, it doesn’t.



All I want is for online communities to be real. All a culture is are the thigns we share and 
reference together. Not like I never want to go to the Big Blue Room again, but I want people 
to treat them the same way they would treat their offline interactions. Having people 
facilitating and shepherding that process brings the online world better in line with what 
most people feel is reality.



merci * thank you
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